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ABOUT GREENSHINE

SUPERA

BRIGHTA

The Supera Series features a 60 to 80 watt LED fixture with 2 solar

Solar street lights from our Brighta Series feature a simple design

panels. Solar street lights from this series are designed to withstand

with one LED fixture and one solar panel. Available with various

extreme weather and harsh environments. Greenshine’s engineers

options (light power, poles dimension...), this solar outdoor lighting

have designed the product to have 7 days of autonomy.

solution is designed to provide sufficient lighting for numerous
applications. Greenshine’s engineers have designed the product

Options for light output and pole height are available in order to

to have up to 7 days of autonomy.

provide sufficient light for numerous applications. The Supera Series
is perfect to light up medium to large size areas, such as roadways,

The Brighta series is used for lighting small to medium sized areas,

highways, streets, parking lots, and entrances.

such as pathways, bicycle lanes, streets, parking lots, parks and
corporate complexes.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

60W | 80W

LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

SOLAR PANELS (2 or 4 pcs)

110W | 160W

SOLAR PANELS (1 or 2 pcs)

POLE

26’ | 30’ Galvanized Steel Pole

BATTERIES

150Ah | 200Ah GEL Battery

110W | 160W
17’ | 20‘ | 23’ Galvanized Steel Pole

BATTERIES

120Ah | 150Ah GEL Battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: II, III

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: II, III, V

POWDER COATING

Black | Gray | Bronze

POWDER COATING

Black | Gray | Bronze

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

Up to 7 days

GS-LD-290
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POLE

20W | 30W | 40W

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

GS-LD-290

Up to 7 days

GS-LD-260

GS-LD-NSB
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LUMINA

PORTA

Lumina series features a decorative design with a LED light ranging

Greenshine has developed the industry's first and only above

from 30W to 80W. The Lumina series is perfect for park lighting and

ground Portable Solar Light! The The "Porta" series is perfect for tem-

residential areas where the design of the street lights needs to

porary (2-4yr) projects, where lighting is needed, however digging

blend with the surrounding area.

and pouring concrete foundations is not ideal. Greenshine's engineers have designed a proprietary above ground concrete ped-

This solar outdoor lighting solution is designed to provide sufficient

estal base for both single and dual light poles, which can be

lighting for numerous applications, such as pathways, bicycle

moved around with a forklift.

lanes, streets, parking lots, parks, and corporate complexes. With
Greenshine’s exclusive power saving battery technology, this series

Applications include temporary parking lots, construction sites,

can provide up to 7 days of autonomy.

outdoor/seasonal concert/fair venues, temporary roadways,
leased property and anywhere digging/pouring an underground
concrete foundation is not optimal. The Porta comes in 20W, 30W

SPECIFICATIONS

and 40W, 20' pole with both single and dual fixtures. Greenshine

LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

30W | 40W | 60W | 80W

SOLAR PANELS (1 or 2 pcs)

110W | 160W

POLE

20’ | 26’ Galvanized Steel Pole

BATTERIES

120Ah | 150Ah GEL Battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: II,V

POWDER COATING

Black | Gray | Bronze

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

Up to 7 days

GS-LD-L30
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can provide a full turnkey solar lighting solution, including delivery
of pre-fabbed bases for your project.

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

20W | 30W | 40W

SOLAR PANELS

110W | 160W

POLE

20’ Galvanized Pole

BATTERIES

80Ah | 150Ah GEL Battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: II, III, V

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

Up to 7 days

GS-LD-260
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LITA
The Lita Series features a 9 to 14 foot pole with an LED fixture. If you
need to illuminate a small area such as a pathway, a park, or entry
way, it is the perfect choice. Greenshine can offer a 10-20 watt LED

SPG
SIGN LIGHTING
Solar sign lights are equipped with 2 x 8W LED, provides efficient

fixture in order to meet your brightness requirements.

lighting that is perfect for lighting a city’s entrance signs, and other

Like all our solar lights, Lita Series is designed to operate in locations

the Grid-electricity would be too costly.

with high temperature fluctuations as well as extreme weather

SPPL SPECIFICATIONS

small signs installed in isolated areas where trenching to connect to

conditions. As with all of our light systems, the solar panels are
expected to have a 20-25 year lifespan.

10W | 20W

SOLAR PANELS

110W | 160W

POLE
BATTERIES

2x8W LED (or 4x8W for the 300 version)

SOLAR PANELS

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

14’ Galvanized Steel Pole
80Ah | 120Ah | 150Ah GEL Battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: II, III, V

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

Up to 7 days

110W | 160W

POLE

8’ Galvanized Pole

BATTERIES

150Ah GEL Battery

SHELTER LIGHTING
Greenshine provides efficient LED lighting solutions for shelters and
canopies. This solar-powered LED lights is the perfect fit for lighting
existing bus stops, shelters, and other outdoor structors that might
be installed far away from any grid-power connection.
Featuring a 10W linear LED light fixture, this low-bay LED lighting
solution is easily installed and provides efficient and reliable lighting.

SPWWL SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

GS-LD-LI

SOLAR PANELS
POLE
BATTERIES
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10W LED (or 2x10W also available)
110W | 160W
8’ Galvanized Pole
80Ah GEL Battery
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CLASSICA

BOLLARDS

Greenshine New Energy introduces its new Classica Series. It

Greenshine's solar bollards are ideal for residential and commer-

features a perfect balance between a retro/classic appearance

cial pathway applications. This bright 3W solar powered bollard

with a slick design and finish, fused with our latest solar energy

features an integrated solar panel on top and 360 degree down-

technology to give you the best results possible.

ward light disbursement.

The timeless design, along with its LED fixture and customizable

At full brightness all night, bollards provide safety and security to

pole height, makes it a versatile product that can be utilized in vari-

pathways. Solar bollards have a low install cost with minimal site

ous settings from a simple park to trails and sidewalks.

impact, so no trenching or wiring is required!

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

30W

SOLAR PANELS

110W | 160W

POLE

15’ Galvanized Steel Pole

BATTERIES

120Ah | 150Ah GEL Battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: III, V

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

Up to 7 days

3W

SOLAR PANELS

3.5W

BATTERIES

12V 2.6Ah Lithium battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: V

VOLTA
Greenshine introduces its new Volta solar wrapped pole. This 20ft
quare light pole has solar panels around. Unlike the traditional solar
light with a flat solar panel, Volta is designed with solar panels
attached to the pole shaft. Both two sides of solar panels charging
the battery at all times.

SPECIFICATIONS
LIGHTS FIXTURE WATTAGE

20W | 30W | 40W

SOLAR PANELS

CLASSICA

320W

POLE

20’ Galvanized Steel Pole

BATTERIES

120Ah | 150Ah GEL Battery

LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Type: III, V

SYSTEM AUTONOMY

GS-LD-290
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Up to 7 days

GS-LD-260

GS-LD-NSB
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WHY SOLAR

WHY GREENSHINE
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Previous Projects

GILA RIVER
The Gila River Indian Community had very few
street lights and needed to light up multiple
residential areas. Greenshine worked closely with
GRIC to design a lighting plan, using a variety of
models based on the request of the community.

Lighting Type: Residential Street Lights; Series: 100 Units Supera60, Supera40, Lumina30; City: Gila River, AZ

PALOMAR HOSPITAL
Working closely with the hospital and general contractor throughout the design and construction
process, Greenshine provided 50 Brighta40 IDA solar parking lot lights for their new employee parking lot.
By avoiding trenching across a main road to the nearest power source, Palomar saved over $500,000
upfront.

DANVILLE PATHWAY PROJECT
Danville is a small town in Arkansas with a population of 2,400. This project was designed and
engineered by a local firm. The scope of project
provided by Danville was to have dusk till dawn
pathway lighting for pathways without trenching

Lighting Type: IDA Parking Lot

and grid costs.

Lighting Series: 50 Units Brighta40
City: Escondido, CA
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Lighting type: Pathway
Series: Lita Series
City: Danville, AR
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Previous Projects
The city of Austin TX and surrounding areas
are experiencing significant growth in the
development of residential communities,
particularly in locations with deregulated

MAMMOTH
COLLEGE PATHWAY

utilities. Greenshine has partnered with KB
Homes to provide our decorative Lumina80
solar streetlight for many new residential

In this College Pathway project, we helped

communities.

the customer determine the position and
orientation of the solar light poles based on

Lighting Type: Residential streetlights

their light level requirements. We also custom-

Lighting Series: 100 Units Lumina80

ized

City: Austin, TX

cold/snowy weather conditions in Mammoth

the

system

to

accommodate

the

Lakes.

KB HOMES
PALOMAR HOSPITAL

Lighting Type: Pathway Lighting, Lighting Series: Brighta Series with Custom Bronze Paint; City: Mammonth Lakes, CA

MOJAVE AIR AND
SPACE PORT
With the increase in commercial traffic, MASP contacted Greenshine to light up Airport Blvd, using Dark
Sky solar lights to provide much needed security and
safety. In addition, Greenshine also worked with the
Mojave Foundation to provide residential streetlights
for the surrounding community.

Lighting Type: IDA Roadway
Lights Series: 30 Units Brighta30
City: Mojave, CA
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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CUSTOM LIGHT DESIGN
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CUSTOM LIGHTING PROFILES
Different options of working time for the solar lighting systems are available. In order to decrease the cost of a
system or in order to improve the efficiency of the lighting system, Greenshine New Energy recommends the use
of energy saving modes. 5 different modes are available and are listed below:

ROI OF INSTALLING SOLAR LIGHTING
Installing solar lights instead of traditional HPS lights present numerous advantages. Upfront material costs can be higher
than traditional lights, but the installation cost for the solar lights is far less than a grid-tied lights as no trenching or wiring is
required.
No trenching / wiring cost
No maintenance cost for the first 5 years
Lower cost for initial installation, which means immediate return on investment for new installation
No power outages or single point of failure, ensuring enhanced security
Easy to install with quick connectors push and play capacity

Buy American Compliant Systems Available
M
provide
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